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#1  BEST-SELLER IN MULTIPLE CATEGORIESWatch the NEW BOOK TRAILER here â€¦

http://youtu.be/esu7j3-OKas ...He's at it again. If you like medical humor and loved Doc Kyle's first

book ER Confessional get ready as he takes on the nurses, doctors and mentors with his usual

charming southern wit, salty conversation and sometimes unbelievable experiences. Don't worry

there are plenty of patient stories to make you laugh out loud or silently weep as you go on one

doctor's journey through internship, residency, fellowship and private practice. There's only one

thing worse than CALL NIGHTS and that's pelvic exams!
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Kyle is such a personal person! I can see him in the ER at any time and can identify with him! It's

pretty freaky going in "green" and sometimes getting slammed with patients, and Kyle at least had

"back up" to call. You hate to call them, but sometimes you feel overwhelmed and they help a lot!

Weekend nights are often SO busy with necessary or not-so-necessary patients as many will come



just because they didn't renew their pain meds in time and "need" help, or the alcoholics need a

"tune-up" and then there's the really serious ones brought in by the Medics who demand your strict

attention just by their condition. Then, there are the Nurses . . some rude and bossy but very

efficient, others that shouldn't be there at all. The Doc's can be rude, and I've been around them.

They are very smart, and some are (a) smart alec. We'll leave it at that!

I have no idea why this is classified as Southern Medical Humor. The anecdotes in Smith's book

could have happened in any part of the United States , to any physician in training. I have 2 medical

professionals in my immediate family, and I laughed out loud, and READ out loud to them. Although

Dr.Smith's writing rambled around a bit, I enjoyed it. This is good reading for anyone who wants to

understand what doctors and all medical professionals are experiencing , as they struggle to take

care of people in emergent and continuous situations, who often will not or cannot take care of

themselves.

This book narrates a series of experiences as a resident physician. The writing is clear and easy to

understand. I had assumed there would be more humor and depth than was the case in reading the

book. The author adds a critique of what value the experience had but didn't really add insight in the

critique. I would probably not buy another book from the author.

Kyle's a stand up guy, and doesn't mind showing his foibles and failures as well as his successes.

Even better, he realizes he's just as much a human being as anyone else and subject to the same

emotions. I'm constantly amazed that good doctors can write so well- most that I've met are not that

good at communicating! Dr. Smith certainly is, and I look forward to more books in the future.

This book about the medical training ok Kyle Smith was interesting, you could tell how he matured

into a caring doctor over the years. Seems as though he didn't have a clue what he was getting into

for a couple of years into his training. I was appalled at his intimation that most all nurses were only

there to snag a doctor to marry or have fun with. I was a nurse for many years and did NOT see this

kind of behavior between the nurses and the doctors. Most all were dedicated to the care of the

patients. This is not a field you can just enter into to have fun. Anyway, I think he may be growing

into an adequate medical person. Took him long enough.

This book should be mandatory reading for all of those who wish to enter Medicine.What an honest



and refreshing look at physicians.I give thanks to the author for explaining to me, what the

difference is between an "M D " and a "D O".(I too was once ignorant and thought that a "D O " was

not a real doctor!)Highly recommend this book.

enjoyable hospital tales

Almost as bad as the first book (bought them as a package through Kindle). Poorly edited, lots and

lots mistakes as far as type-os. Badly written. Seems like its just haphazardly thrown together. Don't

waste time or money on it. I was so disappointed.
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